
Eid Events
CONCEPTS & THEMING FOR EID

Ramadan Events



Let GEM help you create a personalised and engaging Eid event this 2018.

Global Event Management was awarded an official
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD for fabricating the world's
largest Arabic lantern in 2016.

Global Event Management can ensure your cultural
events are as memorable as this one. Get in touch with us
and we will be happy to provide support for your record-
breaking event.

Introduction

Guinness World Record



Literally ‘light up’ your home or
office for Eid this year with a range
of Eid lights that are always in
vogue.

Whether it’s the framed moon and
crescent-shaped light or the
traditional lantern-style lights, these
add a great atmosphere to your
Eid event or Iftar party.

Lanterns are widely considered as
an Eid staple in the Middle East.

Ramadan & Eid Lights



Henna painting

Emirati handicrafts workshops

Kids camps or fitness sessions

Decorate your own lantern

Create frosted ’glass’ ceiling
hangings

Choose from a range of exciting
and engaging Eid-themed
activities. There’s something for
everyone, especially for the little
ones!

Themed Workshops



Ayala dancers

Arabian stage shows

Sand artists

Falcon shows

Arabic fisherman dance

Arabic circle drums

Hakawati

Oud/Qanun player

And more…

Choose from thousands of live
entertainment acts, artists and
shows, specially created keeping
Eid entertainment requirements in
mind. Mesmerise your audiences
with:

Live Entertainment



Lights

Majlis & Marquee

Arabic Furnishing

Bespoke colour matching service
offered to fit your brand

We offer a wide selection of
essential decor elements to make
your Eid event sparkle.
Transform your event with festive
lanterns, banners and hanging
accessories – from big, bold colour
to subdued and elegant, we have
something for everyone

Whether it’s an Iftar party, a
shopping mall activation, a
corporate event, or any Eid-
themed occasion, we will help you
create the most authentic look
and feel for the special occasion,
including:

Arabic Decor



Catering & Venue Hire

Tent building & theming

Arabic- themed event seating
solutions

Venue or office space can easily
be transformed into a Majlis that
wows your guests.
Colourful cushions and carpets
under a gazebo look great and
will give your visitors a real festive
feeling, matched with bespoke
themes complete with the entire
décor.
No matter where you decide to
hold your Eid event, Global Event
Management will be able to help
with:

Venue Hire/Theming



Lights and lanterns are essential to
any Eid event and widely
considered the most important
decorative feature.

We partner with the most
advanced special effects lighting
providers in the region.

We offer a selection of show
solutions to light up your Eid.

Choose from 3D mapping
projections, gobos and laser shows

Light Shows



Global Event Management will
create a bespoke show for your
event. Choose your lyra/arial type
soundtrack, brand colours and we
will do the rest. Otherwise, let us
create a unique show for you.
The half moon lyra fits perfectly
with any arabic themed event as
it's look is similar to the Ramadan
Moon
Here are some more examples of
aerial acts for your event;

Aerial Acts

Silks & Silks Duo (choose your
own colour)

Lyra hoop (standard rigging or
tripod)

Birdcage style speciality
costume can be created

Aerial Chandelier / aerial
disco ball act



Our dedicated design team are experienced in 2D, 3D, animation design and are able to make
highly creative promotional collateral for your events. From logo design, social content and custom
animations, we have it covered.

In the last 25 years we have managed over 4000 events in the region. Our secret to success is creating unique and
engaging events then supporting and promoting them with strong marketing.

Marketing Support

Design

We have an in-house digital marketing team dedicated to strategising and executing digital
marketing support for our event clients. Highly experienced in content management, paid
advertising and much more, we can help give your event the exposure you need.

Digital Marketing



Thank You
GET IN TOUCH

/ Global Event Management


